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Part I: True or False questions  
Write “True” for correct statement and “False” for in correct statement in the 
answer sheet attached (5 Marks and perform at 10’) 
 

1. Decentralized management provides excellent training for lower label managers and 

decision made by one manager can not affected others.  

2. Combined financial statements are used only for the purpose of tax payment to the 

Government at the end of the year from all the transactions made during the year. 

3. Business combination can be made by business merger and business acquisition. 

4. Exchange rate is the relative price of one currency in terms of another country.  

5. A spot rate is the rate applied to buy currency for immediate delivery. 

Part II: Multiple choose questions  
Choose the correct answer from the given alternatives in each question and 
write your answer in the answer sheet attached (15 Marks perform with in 30’) 
 

6. If a branch purchased a fixed assert to the use of the branch and if the branch 

maintains records of plant assets the entry recorded by the branch is 

A. Debit to Home office and credit to cash 

B. Debit to Branch office and credit to Equipment  

C. Debit to Equipment and credit to cash  

D. Debit to Equipment and credit to Home office 



7. One of the following accounts are used to combine or relate the financial records of 

the branch and home office  

A. Investment in branch and home office   C. Account receivable account  

B. Inventory  account     D. Fixed asset account  

8. Home office account in the books of a branch indicates or represents’ 

A. Liability  

B. Capital   

C. Asset 

D. Expense  

9. A combination or integration of same or identical  business lines and markets due to 

economic motives is  

A. Horizontal integration   C. Vertical integration   

B. Conglomeration integration   D. Diagonal integration  

    
10. Directly or indirectly ownership of more than 50% of an investee’s outstanding 

common stock are _________ to _________ relation ship  

A. Parent to parent     C. Parent to subsidiary 

B. Subsidiary to parent    D. Subsidiary to subsidiary   

11. An event or transaction in which two or more business or there net assets brought 

under common control is  

A. Business Liquidation       C. Business Combination  

B. Business  Separation    D. Business Arrangement  

12. Which one of the following is not a reason, firms expands its sales in to other 

countries.   

A. To seek new market    C. To gain new technology  

B. To reduce risk of diversification   D. Language difference  

13. The relative price of one currency in terms of another country currency is 

A. Exchange rate     C. Direct quotation 

B. Indirect quotation    D. Cross quotation  

14. X company purchased a material from china and the company was receiving the 

material which one of the following  is  considers as cost  

A. VAT      C. Insurance 

B. Fright cost     D. All are possible answers  

15. The name of Ethiopian currency in the world market is  

A. Birr       C. US dollar  

B. Yuan       D. euro 

 

 

 

 



Answer the following questions based o n the following information’s.  

Home office purchased a fixed asset with an amount of Birr 50,000.00 and transfers to the 
branch. 

16. If the branch doesn’t maintain the records of fixed asset which entry is correct  

A. Office equipment  50,000.00 

Cash      50,000.00 

B. Home office   50,000.00 

Office Equipment   50,000.00 

C. Equipment    50,000.00 

Home office     50,000.00 

D. No entry in the book of the branch  

 

17. If the branch is maintain the records of a fixed asset which one of the following the 

correct answer.    

A. Office equipment  50,000.00 

Cash      50,000.00 

B. Home office   50,000.00 

Office Equipment   50,000.00 

C. Equipment   50,000.00 

Home office     50,000.00 

D. No entry in the book of the branch  

18. Business combination is arranging by __________ 

A. Statutory merger    C. Acquisition of common stock 

B. Acquisition of Asset    D. All of the above are possible answers  

19. When a country expresses its currency as per any other country’s  currency (foreign 

currency)  

A. Direct quotes     C. Indirect quotes  

B. Cross rate      D. All are possible answers  

20. _________ is an exchange rate between any two currencies not involving U.S. dollars 

(Ethiopian to Sudan)  

A. Cross rate      C. Direct quotes  

B. Spot rate      D. Forward rate  

Part III: - Write part (13 marks perform with in 20’) 
Answer the following questions clearly and neatly in the answer sheet attached  

21. Write the three methods of business integration based on economic motives. 

22. Write any three reasons for  business combinations  

23. Write the two legal forms of business combinations.    



Part IV Work out questions (07 marks perform with in 10’) 
Show all the necessary calculations clearly and neatly 

24. Based on the following information answer the following questions  

DM/$= 1.6505/1.6510 

$/< = 1.4524/1.4530 

Required  

A. (DM/<) bid   C. (</DM) bid  

B. (DM/<) ask    D. (</DM) ask      
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Part VI work out questions  

24. 


